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Electric transport in ferromagnetic–insulating–ferromagnetic (FM–I–FM) systems has attracted much attention since 1995 [1, 2]. If the insulating layer is thin enough (<2 nm) the electron tunneling probability becomes significant. Changes in the resistance of typically 20%, as a function of the applied field, have been observed in magnetic tunnel junctions, though values as high as 450% are known. Most insulating barriers in FM–I–FM systems are oxides, with the Al₂O₃ being the most extensively investigated. Because metals in contact with the oxide barrier can undergo oxidation at the interface [3–5], non-oxide insulating barrier layers have been proposed. The experimental band mapping effort of Osterwalder’s group [6, 7] has provided evidence of changes in the spin-dependent Fermi surface(s) when hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) overlayers are deposited on Ni(111), and the magnetic surface states appear to be enhanced by the overlayer. This suggests that boron based barrier layers may be less likely than many other materials to suppress the interface magnetization: key to a good tunnel junction [8, 9]. Borane and carborane cluster compounds have now been used as source compounds for the chemical vapor deposition (CVD) of a wide variety of thin film materials including variable band gap boron carbide thin film semiconductors [10–13]. Boron-carbide devices have now been fabricated using orthocarborane (closo-1,2-dicarbadodecaborane) as the source material [13–18], schematically shown as an inset in Figure 1. In orthocarborane, C₂B₁₀H₁₂, the two carbon atoms occupy the adjacent 1,2 positions of the icosahedral cage and the 10 boron atoms occupy the remainder, with each atom “dressed” by a hydrogen.

To begin to assess the efficacy of boron carbide grown by CVD as a possible insulating barrier for “spin-electronics” it is important to establish that there are few chemical reactions at the ferromagnet/orthocarborane interface, including interdiffusion, and that the electronic structure of the underlying ferromagnet is left largely unperturbed with adsorption and decomposition. Unfortunately, surface science studies of the adsorption and decomposition of orthocarborane have been limited, thus far, to adsorption on Cu(1 0 0) [19–23] and Si(1 1 1) [24]. In this study, we observe molecular orthocarborane adsorption on cobalt thin films, the first such study of a carborane molecule on a ferromagnet.
Figure 1. Combined photoemission and inverse photoemission are shown for a cobalt film (A) and following the deposition of an orthocarborane overlayer (B) 12 Å thick (three to four molecules thick). The inset on the right schematically indicates the closo-1,2-dicarbadodecaborane with the carbon atoms in the 1,2 positions indicated by blue and the boron indicated by red. Decomposition (see text) of the orthocarborane leads to a shift of the conduction (and valence) band edge as indicated by the inverse photoemission (photoemission) spectra following adsorption (red) and following decomposition (blue).

The cobalt thin film substrates were prepared by vacuum deposition on Au-coated (1000 Å) silicon substrates, in a preparation chamber vacuum continuous with the spectrometer vacuum system. The He I (21.2 eV) ultraviolet photoemission, angle-resolved inverse photoemission, and XPS were undertaken in a single UHV chamber [22, 23]. The Fermi level was determined from a tantalum foil in intimate contact with the sample substrate, and the gold substrate. A new cobalt substrate surface was prepared prior to each run by thermal evaporation. The purity of the orthocarborane compound was greater than 98% and a detailed description for the preparation of the orthocarborane has been described elsewhere [25].

Following the evaporation of a clean thick cobalt film on gold, the characteristic occupied and unoccupied 3d bands dominate the region near the Fermi level in photoemission and inverse photoemission respectively, as seen in Figure 1 (the photoemission and inverse photoemission spectra marked (a)). This is both predicted [26] and commonly observed in other photoemission [27, 28] and inverse photoemission [29] studies of cobalt.

The adsorption of orthocarborane at 150 K results in the diminution of the cobalt d-bands and the growth of the characteristic levels representative of the molecular orbitals of orthocarborane [19, 22]. Because the highest occupied (HOMO) to lowest unoccupied (LUMO) molecular orbital gap of adsorbed orthocarborane is so large (9–10 eV in experiment and 11 eV in theory [22]), the cobalt 3d bands can still be observed through a thin film of adsorbed orthocarborane 12 Å thick, determined as discussed later.

The residual signal from the underlying cobalt 3d bands, in both photoemission and inverse photoemission, are not significantly perturbed by orthocarborane adsorption as seen in the spectra (b) in Figure 1. This is consistent with the XPS measurements: for the clean cobalt film the 2p$_{3/2}$ and 2p$_{1/2}$...
binding energies of 778.4 ± 0.1 and 793.4 ± 0.2 eV are close to the accepted values [30, 31]. It is known that the icosahedral cage does bind with carbons toward the metal surface for the first molecular monolayer of orthocarborane adsorption on Cu(1 0 0) [19] and we have little reason to doubt that the adsorption of orthocarborane on cobalt would be much different. The shift of these core level binding energies to the higher binding energies of 779.0 ± 0.1 and 794 ± 0.2 eV, nonetheless, is closer to the shift expected for the surface to bulk core level shift of cobalt or cobalt bonded in a ligand field, rather than formation of a carbide [31].

Generally, with changing emission angle, the main core level XPS lines do not shift in binding energy, as seen in Figure 2 for the cobalt 2p, and boron 1s core levels. The exception is the carbon 1s XPS spectra which have a satellite line (Cₙ) at 286.5 ± 0.3 eV binding energy that is greater in intensity for normal emission (a) and diminishes in intensity with 30° off normal emission (b) and diminishes further still at 60° off normal emission (c) relative to the main carbon 1s peak (Cₚ) (Figure 2). This is summarized in Figure 3c. In the first orthocarborane layer, the icosahedral cage bonds with the carbons directly down toward the cobalt surface (or directly away from the surface), leading to a shift in the core level due to either deprotonation at the icosahedral carbon to cobalt interface [18] or screened and unscreened final states. If such effects occur at the cobalt interface, then they will be strongest at normal emission where the effective probing depth is deeper than at 60° off normal emission.

In spite of this likely preferential orientation of the orthocarborane in the first molecular layer, the boron to carbon ratio remains relatively constant with emission angle, as plotted in Figure 3a, indicating that the molecular film is a result of associative adsorption and the B/C ratio is preserved. The small diminution of the B/C ratio is readily understood, if, in the outermost orthocarborane molecules, there also exists a preferential orientation. If the "outer" orthocarborane molecules are placed with carbon atoms in the icosahedral 1,2 positions oriented outwards toward the surface/vacuum interface, then a small decrease in the B/C ratio is expected at the largest emission angles, consistent with the observed measurements.

From the ratio of the boron and carbon signals to the cobalt core level signal (normalized for cross-section and analyzer transmission function), as a function of emission angle, we estimate the orthocarborane film thickness to be approximately 10–12 Å. This thickness is obtained by fitting the normalized XPS ratio values to the functional:

\[ F(\theta) = \lambda_{B/C} \frac{\exp(-d/\lambda_{B/C}\cos(\theta)) - 1}{\lambda_{C/O} \exp(-d/\lambda_{C/O}\cos(\theta))} \]

where \( \theta \) is the emission angle (with respect to the surface normal) and \( d \) is the film thickness. This fitting has been undertaken in several different ways with little variation in the result, and one such fit is shown in the plotted ratio of B₅C/Co in Figure 3b.

Figure 3. The X-ray photoemission intensity ratios of boron to carbon (A) boron plus carbon to cobalt intensity ratios (B) and the C 1s satellite line (Cₙ) at 286.5 ± 0.3 eV binding energy to the C 1s principal line (Cₚ) at 284.3 ± 0.2 eV binding energy (C) have been plotted as a function of emission angle. For the ratio of boron plus carbon to cobalt, the XPS intensity ratio has been model based on an overlayer thickness of 12 Å thick, and the fit to the data is shown.

Aside from the preferential orientation of the icosahedra at the cobalt interface, the absence of core level shifts of cobalt and boron, as plotted for different emission angles in Figure 2, confirm that the interface, between cobalt and the adsorbed orthocarborane, is abrupt. The assessment obtained from the combined photoemission and inverse photoemission is in agreement with this inference from the angle-resolved XPS. Furthermore, we are able to conclude that strong chemical reactions that result in carbide formation or cobalt dissolution in the molecular overlayer do not occur.

As with orthocarborane adsorption on Cu(1 0 0) [13, 20], prolonged exposure to incident radiation, secondary electrons or low energy electrons, leads to the decomposition of the orthocarborane and formation of the semiconducting/insulating dielectric polytype of boron carbide. After a brief exposure to the 200 eV electrons for 600 A s/cm², a shift of the conduction band edge (the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital) is observed in the inverse photoemission in Figure 1 (the shift from the red to the blue). With continued electron beam exposure, the
shifts continue as was observed at the valence band edge for orthocarborane on Cu(1 0 0) [20]. It is clear that the correct dielectric polytype of boron carbide can be so formed on the cobalt. As the core level binding energies do not significantly shift with orthocarborane adsorption, the interface remains largely “intact” as expected from a decomposition process that is largely a deprotonation of the icosahedral cage (loss of exopolyhedral hydrogen).

While very similar to adsorption studies of orthocarborane carried out on copper surfaces, the results here suggest that orthocarborane adsorption and decomposition is a route to the fabrication of dielectric barrier layer for a high magneto-resistance device.
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